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I n an attempt to curb the opioid epidemic currently plaguing
America, Arizona lawmakers have recently signed legisla-

tion limiting initial opioid prescriptions to 5 days and setting a
maximum prescription duration of 30 days for certain patients
receiving opioids.1 While the goal of this controversial legis-
lation is to curb opioid abuse by legally limiting the quantities
of opioids prescribed, one can envision that a potential nega-
tive sequelae to this approach is restricting access for patients
in which opioid therapy is medically indicated. Incorporation
of EMR default opioid quantities to influence prescribing
behavior was, in a review of previous literature, shown to
significantly affect emergency room physician prescribing
behavior, though limited success was observed by Delgado
et al. for various hypothesized reasons.2 The use of EMR
systems as tools to address long-term opioid therapy (LTOT)
prescription rates may have a more expansive impact on the
current epidemic than interventions in emergency department
EMRs alone. With approximately 3 to 4% of the adult US
population being prescribed LTOT, this type of pain treatment
is a continual source of opioid prescriptions for many pa-
tients.3 As nearly all hospitals have adopted electronic medical
records (EMR) for patient care, the implementation of default
opioid prescription options,2 in conjunction with queries for
physicians deviating from standard practices or electronic
alerts on patients at risk for opioid abuse,4 presents an expan-
sive opportunity to influence the prescribing behavior of phy-
sicians on a consistent basis. Further research is needed to
assess the potential effects of EMR default implementation in
other areas where patients receive greater quantities of opioids.
Continued changes in laws are likely to require improved use
of prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMPs) across the
country which would work to address other common sources

of opioid diversion such as doctor shopping.5 Better integra-
tion of PDMPs into EMR systems is believed to be another
tool which could prove useful in preventing opioid abuse.5 In
contrast to the legislation recently approved in Arizona, max-
imal utilization of the EMR encourages physicians to limit
opioid prescribing without legally limiting their authority to do
so. Additionally, it is unclear whether legislation such as that
passed in Arizona will significantly attenuate the statewide
overdose rate. Regardless of whether similar legislation is
passed on a national level, individual hospitals should consider
utilizing EMR implementation to address low confidence
levels related to opioid prescriptions and properly guide phy-
sicians as they navigate the challenges associated with pain
management.5
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